
UDL Lesson Plan Template 

 

Instructor: _Wes Norris _________________________ 

Learning Domain: Geometry    Grade: 10th  

 

 

UDL Applications Key:      Representation               Engagement           Expression 

Pre-planning Activities : 

   
Discussion on area formulas and how to manipulate them to fit real world situations.  

Practice time on Sketch Up creating objects.  

3-dimensional objects as reference tools.  

 

Lesson 

Element 

Procedures Time What is the 

teacher doing? 

What are the 

students doing? 
Materials 

 

Lesson Setup 

& 

Lesson 

Opening 

Watch Video: http://www.teachertube.com/video/60211  

How much water is needed to fill the container?  

 

8 min Watching Video  Watching Video  Computer  

Internet  

Projector  

Lesson Body Teacher:   

Organize students into groups.  

Explain the basic shape and the volume formulas.  

 

Cube = s3   

Rectangular Prism = lwh  

Right Cylinder = πr2h  

Pyramid = 1/3 Bh  

Sphere = 4/3 πr3 

 

Demonstrate using the 3-D models where each measurement is from.  

 

5 min  Demonstrating  

 

Writing key points  3-d shapes  

Rulers  

 

 

 Give each group an object to find the volume.  

Rotate shapes multiple times.  

 

 

 

 

10 min  Answering 

Questions  

Helping students 

measure correctly  

Manipulating: 3-d 

objects   

Measuring sides of 

objects  

Calculating 

volumes of shapes   

List of objects:  

Golf Ball 

Basketball  

Rubik Cube  

Bucket  

Tote “square 

Lesson Objective/s:  The student will be able to correctly choose and apply a volume 

formula to solve a problem.  

Assessment/s:  Student will present the solution to the problem and explain their reasoning. 

The solution will be checked for correctness.   

State Standards Correlation:  M.2HS.C.10: use volume formulas for cylinders, 

pyramids, cones and spheres to solve problems. (CCSS.Math.Content.HSG-

GMD.A.3)  



 

 

 

 

 

 sides”  

Ice Cream Cone 

“triangular cone”  

Plastic Cone  

 

 Groups will now be given opportunity to create an object:  

Real or Digital Model   

Object cannot be a basic shape, must apply to a career of the groups 

choosing.   

 

20 – 60  

min  

Real  

Help students 

gather materials   

 

Construct a 3-d 

object  

 

Rulers 

Scissors  

Hot Glue  

 

Digital   

Help students 

access computers  

 

Design a 3-d 

object  

Computers  

Sketch-Up  

 The group will then find the volume.  

 

10 min  Point out possible 

errors.  

Check students 

logic  

Calculate Answer  Rulers  

Calculators 

 Groups will organize a presentation.  

Video, Digital Presentation, Oral Presentation  

 

Presentation must include.  

Model, Career Application, Solution, Any Difficulties finding the 

volume  

 

30 – 60  

min  

 Help setup 

Technology for 

presentation  

Give Suggestions  

Website / Software 

Choices  

 Create 

Presentation of the 

group finding  

 

Computer 

Camera  

Poster board  

Markers  

  

 Groups will present findings.  20 min  Help setup 

Technology for 

presentation  

Check for Errors 

in Calculation  

Ask leading 

questions about 

troubles and 

successes and why 

the group choose 

that example   

Group  

Present material  

Answer Questions  

 

Whole Class  

Ask Questions   

Computer 

Projector  

 



Extended 

Practice 

Students will complete other examples to reinforce and strengthen their 

abilities.  

Objects difficult will vary depending on students individual abilities  

 

As 

needed  

 

Create examples  

Guide students 

through process  

Complete other 

types of shapes.  

  

Lesson Closing Discussion with students.  

What did you learn?  

How can you apply it in other classes?  

What other shapes can you use?  

What are the difficulties of finding the measurements?  

 

Mapping with key points 

Shape, measurements, career applications 

10 min  Guide Discussion  Participate in 

discussion. 

 

 

Possible Learner Barriers: Possible Solutions 

WHAT CHALLENGES MIGHT THE 

STUDENTS FACE 

 

WHAT ACCOMMODATIONS OR ADAPTATIONS ARE YOU GOING TO 

CREATE SO THE CHILD CAN BE SUCCESSFUL? 

 

 

Ability to measure correctly   

 

Infrared measuring device “tapeless tape measure”  

 

Ability to calculate volume  

 

Use of calculator or computer software  

Orally presenting in front of group  

 

Record presentation outside the classroom environment  

Access to technology outside the classroom  

 

Extra access at lunch, before school  

Visualizing 3-D objects  

 

3-D models and computer generate the object on Sketch Up 

Ability to draw objects for presentation  

 

Print pictures from computer  

     



 

Possible UDL Applications for Extension 

Representation VISUAL: Video, Computer “Sketch Up”  

AUDITORY: Oral Discussion, Sound from video  

MOVEMENT: Real Objects, 3-d models  

 

Engagement Groups will decide the objects from a future career choice  

The selected objects such as golf ball, basketball, and Rubik Cube 

may catch a student’s attention.  

Expression Oral and visual presentations  

Video, Poster, Discussion, Use of Technology: Animate, PowerPoint, 

Prezi  

 

 



 

 

 

Level I:  All students will… 

Choose the appropriate formulas.   

Find the volume of basic shapes.  

Find the volume of irregular shape.  

Find the solution to real world situation.    

Level III:  A few students will… 

Choose a simpler irregular object to find the volume.   

Calculate the volume given the appropriate formula  

 

Level II:  Some students will… 

Create an object that uses multiple regular objects to find the volume.  

Find and calculate the volume formulas with little guidance.  


